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I GENERAL PHYSICS RESEARCH 

1. Cloud Chamber Program 

Wilson M. Powell, Peter Tannonwald, Harman Hubbard 

Diffusion Cloud Chamber. A, large diffusion type continuously sensitive cloud 
chamber measuring 4· ft.· by 8 feet has been completed. This will be used at 
first to study large auger showers from cosmic rays, and later after thorough 
testing will be used with the accelerators. 

The base of the chaJnber is a double walled box filled with vermiculite 
(a micaceous insulating mate~ial) one ft. thick. A quarter inch thick 
aluminum plate 4 x 8 ft. fornis the bottom of the sensitive region of the 
chamber. A space '10 inches deep under the plate contains dry ice. Three 
perforated pipes 'running tl;le le~th of the plate squirt ethyl alcohol on the 
bottom of the pla~e.· The alcohol runs down over the dry ice and is pumped 
thrQ.ugP, the pipes ~g~n. The met,llyl alcc:»hol giving ~he vapoi! for the chamber 
is · f)..owed 1n'to.~even troughs 3//+ J.n. wJ.de and..l/4 J.n. deep spaced one foot a
part •. W~ter tubes:~ssing through tn.e methyl alcohol in the .tro~hs maintain 
the R.lco!J.ol at th~. proper tenroerature •. Th~ side .. ~lls consist of two glass 
rectangl~s with a space of lt in, between them and the top·is .~ 3/8 in. sheet of .. 
plate glas~. · · . . 

. . Only/,visua±.· bbfiervatiol?s hatre q~en made: The t~acks appear to be 
between 2-l ? tb 3 ~~ohes.high arid mbre than ~ thQusand cosmic ~ays can be 
seen at. any 1nstant. ·. }ior1zonta1· tracks occas1onally traverse the who.Le 8 ft. 
of the cha.mber' an¢! nuclear events with long he~vy tracks are seen frequently. 

Apparently no drops are formed on negative ions in the methyl alcohol
air mixture. When a clearing field of 300 volts is applied over the 7 inch 
height of the chamber there is a: marked difference when the poiarity is changed. 
When the top is negative the tracks are sharp except for slight vertical 
spreading. On revetosing the polarity a cloud appears over ~he whole chamber. 
This uses up so much vapor that no trac~s form for several seconds. When the 
vapor recovers the positive ions made above the sensitive region are carried 
down by the electric field and form broad (caterpillar) tracks due to the 
diffusion of the ions. Sharp tracks appear also when the particle making them 
passes through the sensitive region. If a heavily ionizing particle passes 
through the chamber on a slant ~he lower end forms drops sooner than the higher 
end and the·track appears to move acrQss the chamber slowly. This work is 
being done by;Kenneth Relf and Baxter Armstrong. 

I >: . . 

J.?i~i._p.te~ation of Helium b;f 90 Mev Neutrons. The experiment 'Was undertaken 
to.make a detailed study in·a e:1oud chainber of the fragments produced from 
helium nuclei when bombarded :by high energy neutrons. ·It is an extension of 
an earlier investigation Qy Tracy and Powell.l 

The 90 Mev neutrons proguoed in the strJ,.pping,process by bombarding a 
half-inch berylli~ target with 190 Mev deuterons were collimated outside 
the concrete shiel(iing by means of a rectangular copper collfmator before 
entering a thin aluminum foil window in the 22-inch pantograph cloud chamber. 
The chamber was filled with helium gas to a. total pressure of 81 em Hg, of 
which about lo5 em was due to water vapor. The cloud chamber was operated in 
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a pulsed magnetic field of 21,700 gauss which reached its peak at the instant 
the chainber was expanded, .the cyclotron pulsed, and the lights flashed. The 
pictures were taken by a twin-lens camera and reprojected to life size through 
the same lenses in a stereo-projector. 

Inspection of the.nuclear events occurring in the chamber reveals 
about 1 to 8 two-prong stars per picture and about an equal number of heavy 
single prong tracks, many of which are too short to be analyzed. The possible 
disintegration products w~~n a neutron strikes a helium nucleus are as follows: 

triton$. deuteron; 
two deuterons and a neutron; 
triton,., proton and a neutron; 
deuterortJi proton and 2 peutrons; 
two protons and 3 neutrbns; 
He3 and 2 neutrons; 

;::( and He4 reqpil from an elastic collisi.op. 

Stars with three or more prongs are due to oxygen nuclei in t~e water vapor. 
These stars are observed infrequently since the relative number of oxygen 
nuclei is s~ll. 

The identification of the particles involved in the two-prong stars 
rests ~!lly on measurement of their radii of curvature and an estimate of 
tqeir re~tive ioziization. It is us-qally possible to establish various 
;t7eferenceionizatipn values in e~ph picture from known particle tracks, and by 
comparing the uriknown track with ~stablished ionizatio~s or by bracketing it, 
the choice' for the particle can usually be ~owed down to one. 

: . ~ ' 

The single Pr<?ng stars 9 fie3 and He4 recoils~ most freque~tly turn out 
to be of low energy. Since the tracks will be extremely dense and generally 
short, curvature ·and especially relative ionization cannot be measured 
accurately: However; the identification here if? essentially a differentia
tion between He3 and He4. Tf' the track ends in the gas of the chamber, the 
range of the particle can~be measured. Further, using well-established 
tracks as templates, a comparison of track endings .ean be made. 

In the case of tritbn~deuteron disintegrations it is possible to 
calculate, from the measured quantities, the energy of the incident neutron 
i~ two ways - energy conservation and momentum balance. These should check 
within experfm.ental u~certainties. In ~he cases of tri~on-proton and deuteron
deuteron disintegrations, *~ which'otl,e neutron comes off in addition, it is 
still possible to' com}:lute.t:he energy of the incident ne\l.tron. For those dis
integrations in which 2 or m~re neutrons are ejected, orily a lower limit for 
t~e primary neu"tiron can be ro.~. 

. So far, with only a limited number of events analyzed, it appears that 
triton-proton evepts predomi:na,te among the ine~stic collisions, triton
deuteron events occur fairly frequently, and He3; d-d and p~ occur less 
frequently. In the present sample of 59 2-prong stars IX> p-}:r events have 
been found. ··He4 recoils occur SOI!lewhat more frequently t:Q,an the p-t events. 
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The analysis of more events is in progress with a view toward estab
lishing relative cross. sections for the various processes, determining'the 
energy and angular distributions of the ejected particles, and possibly the 
energy dependence of some of the events around the 90 Mev region. 

A theoretical investigation of this problem has been reported b,y 
Heidmann.2 · 

The Positron Spectrum from ~ Meson Decay. The method used to obtain the 
spectrum is the followingg The external proton beam from the 184-inch 
CY,clotron collides with a ·polyethylene t~get placed between the pole pieces 
or' an· electromagnet. i1+ mesons are produced in the target and the magnet 
turns the beam of mesons 90 degrees from the proton beam.3 A hole was made 
in the concrete shielding to '·allow passage of the mesons outside the shielding. 

The,meson beam then pa~ses into a cloud chamber situated in a magnetic 
field of 8200 gauss. The c~~er contains several thin carbon plates in which 
so:p1e of the 1 mesons :3top. TP.e 11' mesons decay and the decay positrons then 
appear in the cha$qer. The tracks are photographed several. hundredths of a 
second after the ~pansion. · · 

The . cloud ~hanibe:r4 is a pantograph expansion chamber 22 inches in 
diameter having a u~eful illuminated region 2-1/2 inches deep. It is filled 
with argon gas to a pressure of 1-1/4 atmospheres. Water vapor is furnished 
cy a layer of b],ackdyed gelatin on the bottom of the chamber which also 
tUJ;'ni~?hes a bladk bac:\cground for the photography and at the same time presents 
a smoptq SUrfac.e . giving. very little 'diff)lse reflection. The chamber operated 

. a:t an' expansion ratio of 1. 18. · · · .. 
I .· , ,'') :.. t 

The photographs are made. with a stereoscopic camera using 2 Leica f/2 
lenses at an aperture of f/5.6;, In taking. the measurements from the film 
the same lenses are used for reprojection. There are fromtwo to four 
carbon plates placed'in the chamber- these are 3/16 in. thick. They are 
covered with thin aluminum foil for optical reasons. A 1/2 in. copper plate 
(also inthe chamber) is traversed f.jrst by the mesons, to slow them q.own 
sufficiently so that they can stop in one of the thin carbon plates. A very 
few decays occur in the gas. 

~e reprojection of the photographs is accomplished with the aid of 
a stereo~copic projector5 which produces an i~ge of actual s~ze on a movable 
ground glass s.creen. With the aid of th;is instrumentS~ measurements of the 
raqius of curvature of the electron tracks, and the angle between the plane 
of the track and the magnetic field direction are made.' Knowing these and 
the value of the magnetic field$) which is recorded on each photograph, one is 
able to da::)..culate the energy of the positron. · 

To this value of the energy must be added that lost b,y the positron, 
in /traversing a ~mall amount of carbon. This loss is calculated by measuring 
the e11-ergy of the .incident 11 meson, calculating its depth, of. penetration 
into.the carbon~ and computing then the distance travelled ey the positron. 
This loss is of the order of 2 Mevand practically independent of the energy 
of the positron. · 
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To date approximately 500 positron tracks from ~ mesons decay have 
been examined. They give results which agree reasonably well with earlier 
measurements6 within their regions of validity. The main results are: 

E.average = 33 ± 2-1/2. Mev 
. + I Emax · = 54 - 2-1 2 Mev 

Emax probability ~ 35 Mev 

Not all of the tracks have been measured twice. This is being done 
and new ones are being measured. 

One ho~es to be able t~ make a connection with the theoretical 
de$cription7,8 of the ~-~process which amounts to deciding what combina
tion of the five types of coupling of the spinor fields best fits the data. 
This may lead to a decision as to whether ordinary~ decay and decay·or the 
l.l meson are fundamentally the same process. These important prob~ems have 
not yet been dealt with because of some questions concerning the theory. 
It is to be hoped these will be better understood in the course of a 
correspondence with Dr. L.Miohel, which is now in progress. 

~ J. Tracy and W. M. Powell, Phys. Rev. 77, 594 (1950). 

3 
J, Heidmann, Phil. Mag. ~' 444 (1950). 

4 
C, Richman, M. Skinner, J. Merritt and B. L. Youtz, Phys. Rev. §.Q, SOO (1950). 
W. M. Powell, Rev. Sci. Instr. ~' 403 (1949). 

5 K. Brueckner, W. Hartsough, E. Heyward, and W. M. Powell, Phys~ Rev. 22., 
. 555 (1949). 
~ J, S eiriberger, Phys. Rev. 12, 1136 (~949). 
, R, B. I.eightonJ_ c. D. An~erson and A. J. Serif£, ~s •. Rev •. 22, 1432 (1949) • 

. ? R~ Sagane, .W. L. G~dner an4 H. W. Hubbard, Pey$. Rev, §gt 557 (1951). 

8 
J •. Tiomno ~nd J •.. A.·Wheeler, Rev .• Mod. Phys •. z.!l44 (l949J. 
L. Michel, Proc. Phys. Soc.· A §.1 514 (1950), · 

2. · Film Program 

Wa.J..ter H. Barkas, Peter Giles, H. Heckman, F. M. Smith, W. Birnbaum 

Grain Density law. Further work has been done on the grain density law for 
tracks in various emulsions. We have been particularly interested in the 
tracks of cl2 particles accelerated by the 60-inchcyclotron. These tracks 
are studied using the gap density as a measure of the grain density since 
they are almost completely clogged, Evidence has been obtained that (a) in 
this region the g~p density times the rate of energy loss is substantially a 
cons~ant and (b) the cl2 nucleus apparently begins to collect electrons some 
15 microns from the end of its range. 

Meson Scattering. Work has continued on the method o£ studying the inter
action of mesons with matter known as the "internal albedo" method. Good 
experimental conditions were obtained with aluminum, copper and lead. When 
the counting of mesons on the plates which have been exposed is completed, 
the total nuclear scattering cross section (elastic and inelastic) for these 

\ 
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elements will be known for the 50-70 Mev meson energy range. 

Meson Masses. Further measure~ents on the 'tr /~ meson mass ratio are being 
made to reduce the statistical error. This experiment is now nearly complete. 
Another comparison of 'Ji mesons with protons will be made. The improved 
apparatus is designed to eliminate more completely mesons coming from points 
other than the target and to yield~a better value for the decay momentum of 
the lJ. mes'on as well as the mass of the 'i1 meson. 

Other Studies. _No new resUlts are yet available, but a considerable amount 
of effort has been expended on high energy electron-electron scattering experi
ments. 

3. Inelastic Scattering Program 

R. Kenney and R. Wallace 

Work on the inelastic scattering of protons from heavy elements is con
tinuing with most of the recent effort going to re-instrumentation. An attempt 
is bei~g made to dev:ise apparatus to identify the various charged particles, 
end tted ·during bombardment, besides measuring the energy distribution. Pre
liminary results with the new apparatus are encouraging. 

4. Production and Scattering of Mesons 

C]la.im Richman 

Experiments are in progress on.the general problem of.~ +production 
from p-p interaction. The measurement of the excitation function was shown 
to be feasible. This experiment is being done using crystal scintillation 
counters and the delayed coincidence circuit developed by M. Jakobsen and 
A. Schulz. 

In order to complete the study of the angular distribution ofT( + from 
the reaction p + p--- 7(·+-t-d a careful experiment is in progress at another 
angle. From previous experiments the angular distribution was determined to 
be: 

d (f = (3. 20 X l0-29) d ..n • . . " [o. 071 + cos2 o] cm2 sterad-1 

It is hoped that the present work in conjunction with the previous data will 
fix more accurately the relative magnitudes of the cos2 anp constant terms. 
Some of the theoretical implications_ of the angular distribution are discussed 
in a recent paper by C. Richman and K. Watson '(UCRL-1393). 

It was suggested by BrUeckner and Watson that meson-nucleon interaction 
might give rise to a secondary peak in the 'production cross section in the 
energy region of.l0-15 Mev. Present data fails to show the existence of such 
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a peak. A measurement of the cross section at 45 Mev was also made in order 
to determine the ratio of the cross sections at these two energies more 
accurateJ,.y. 

Equipment developed for. the purpose of identifying particles by their 
- dE/dx in scintillating crystals has been successfully tested. An attempt 
will be made to establish 'rl + and 'l1'- production ratios using this equipment. 

An experiment to determine_ the-cross section of ill production at 0° 
from protons on carbon using nuclear emulsions is also in progress. -Measure
ments have been made at 25, 35 and 70-Mev. 

,) \ 

5. Proton-deuteron Scattering Using 345 Mev Protons 

0. Chamberlain and D. D. Clark 
\ 

Preliminary tests show that existing equipment for scattering experi-
ments is quite satisfactory in the main. Additions to the electronic parts 
to impro,re their Operation and to make better use. of cyclotron time will be 
completed shortly. 

6. Effect of Chemical Binding on Stopping Power 

T. J. Thompson 

The_ changes required to speed up the recording system for taking data, 
which were necessitated by small fluctuations in the energy of the proton . 
beam from the 184-inch cyclotron, have been completed. A first run has been 
made, and results are in process of being analyzed. 

7. Deuteron-proton Scattering Using 190 Mev Deuterons 

A. L. Bloom, 0. Chamberlain, M. 0. Stern 

Elastic Scattering. 'To obtain the cross section at large and small center
of-mass angles a single crystal proceeded by varying thicknesses of aluminum 
absorber was placed at 15°, 10°, and 5° in the laboratory system. EXcept 
for large systematic errors inherent in the subtractions necessary to obtain 
the net effects, results were quite convincing. In general the results are 

.in good agreement with Chew's theory, except in the "pick-up" region of large 
center-of-mass angles, where our differential cross se~tion is about 1/5 
that of Chew (Phys. Rev. '11t 809 (1948)). A report may be available in about 
~bree weeks. 

Inelastic Scattering. The proton-proton part of the inelastic d-p differential 
scattering cross section was extended to 370 and 25° in the laboratory, and 
repeated at 450 and 300. The result is given,in Table I. 
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TABLE I 

~laboratory, .Degr. (p-p inel. ) .mb. (p-p el.) .mb. 

25 
30 
37 
41 
45 
49 
56 
61 

6.3 ± 1.3 
7.2 = 0.7 
6.0 ± 0.9 + . 
6.4 - 0.4 
6.0 ± 0.4 
4.9 ± 0.7 
4.6 :t 0.5 
3.4 ± 0.7 

16.3 
15.6 
14.4 
13.6 
12.7 
11.8 
10.1 
8.7 

Qross sections for 41°, 49°, 56°, 61° are obtained from the mea~ured ones 
by assuming that the laboratory cross sections per unit angular zone on a 
sphere are symmetrical about 43°. ~ 

The total deuteron-proton cross section was reme~sured by placing a 
single crystal at various distances from the beam. This method is expected · 
to miss most of the low energy deuterons scattered forward elastically b,y 
the. "pick-up" process; this loss is expected to be of very slight importance. 
It also misses. low energy protons scattered either elastically or inelastically . 
to laboratory angles near 90°. Most of the scattering here comes from the 
elast~c process since the deuteron imparts little momentum to the struck 
proton and therefore is expected to stay intact most of the time. The values 
for elastic scattering obtained by the single crystal method for high energy 
deuterons deflected to small angles can be used as a lower limit. The total 
cross section so obtained, with suitable cut-offs near oo and 90° to exclude 
Coulomb scattering, is 95 ± 7 mb. This is a lower limit. A report is being 
written. 

8. Proton Elastic Scattering 

H. P. Ball, B. J. Moyer and R. E. Richardson 

During the course of the experiment it was discovered that the 
scattered deflected proton beam is concentrated in a linear cross section 
area, making possiqle high angular resolution experiments without much loss 
in counting rate. ' 

The experiment is now considered completed. The last two runs were 
high angular resolution runs looking for so~e .nuclear structure-dependent 
effect. Within the resolution of our equipment, there was no difference 
except that Al seemed to have a slightly sharper mininrum than did Mg or Si. 
The final angles of maxima and minima are given in Table I for the elements 
measured ( ± 1°). 
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TABIE I 

Element 1st. Min. 2nd Max. 2nd Miri. ! 3rd Max. 

c 21 ( ?) 
Mg l?t 19 
Al 17t 19t 
Si 17t 19 .• s 15t 17. 
Cu llt 14 
Ag 9 12 
w 8 10 
Ta 8 10 
Pb 7],_ 10 1~ 15t 
Bi ?! .9t 

The angular distributions agree with those of Bratenahl, et al with 84 Mev 
neutrons, if the angular scales are adjusted to compensate for the difference 
in energy of the two . experiments.· 

9. Quasi-Elastic Scattering of Protons from Light Elements 

J. B. Gladis, W. N. Hess, and B. J. Moyer 

The 35-channel magnetic particle spectrometer used to obtain energy 
spectra of scattered protons has been modified for better energy resolution. 
The energy resolution is now about 12 Mev in 300 Mev. This has been achieved 
by moving the GM tube array several feet back from the particle exit end of 
the magnet to take advantage of the diverging flux, by replacing the 2 mil 
Cu proportional counter windows by 1 mi:).. Al windows to reduqe small angle 
scattering in the magnetic field, by building improved 1/8 inch proportional 
counters to define the scattered flux, and by reducing the dimensions of the 
targets. 

10. The Neutral Meson Program on the 184-inch Cyclotron 

'·ialter Crandall, Richard Hales, R •. H. Hildebrand, Norman Knable 
· Richard }fadey and B. J. Moyer 

Very little running time has been available for the neutral meson 
program during the past quarterly period. The major lines of endeavour have 
been devoted to the gamma-gamma coincidence experiment and to the accurate· 
measurement of the ga.IlliTlB.-ray spectrum arising from high energy proton bombard
ment.of cyclotron targets. 

Careful studies of the spectrum made with a 32 channel pair spectrometer 
have SUf.gested that some contribution of high energy gamma radiation from · 
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processes other than ~ 0 decay may be present. The. basis for this lies in 
the failure of the observed spectr~ to show certain symmetry properties which 
should be demonstrated if their origin were solely due to tr' 0 's. Elaborate 
calculations of the corrections which must be applied to the pair·spectrometer. 
data. have been made in order to insure that all known instrumental effects 
were allo\-red for, After such corre9tions were made in the best known manner 
there still seems to remain a contribution of from 5 to 10 percent minimum 
of the total gamma radiation which is not of '1'1" o origin. 

The present speculation as to the nature of this possible additional 
gamma radiation is along the line of an inverse photo production process1 such 
as: 

N +1'(-1- ~ P + i 
P+'ll- -N+?' 
N,P +'iT' o --N,P + i 

The certain answer to this problem is not yet in hand because of the 
complexity of the instrumentation and the corrections which must be applied 
thereto. Experiments with high energy gamma. detectors of known efficiency, 
viewing a target in the deflected proton beam, are being prepared which will 
allow an evaluation of the amount of gamma radiation appearing in coincidence 
pairs of photons compared with that emitted as single photons. From such 
measurements as these the amount of non-~o radiation can be measured. 

The study of the correlation angles between the pairs of~O photons 
was given one run during this quarterly period in which a revised system of 
fast coincidences and anti-coincidences was employed. Th~ run gave evidence 
of a definite improvement in the instrumentation for the experiment but the 
time was up before any considerable amount of physical data could be obtained. 

The measurement of the yield of neutral mesons from p-p collisions 
still rests at the figure of less· that 1 percent of the yield from collisions 
of protons with carbon nuclei, The next step in this problem is the performing 
of the experiment using a liquid hydrogen target. · This will allow the employ
ment of the gamma detector at angles in the forward hemisphere, which has 
not been possible heretofore because of the large background of high energy 
neutrons and protons from the carbon or oxygen nuclei which of necessity are 
presented when substraction techniques are employed to obtain the yield 
from H. Some further data have' been secured on yield versus Z for elements 
of higher atomic number an/d the points thus far seem to show a dependence 
somewhere· between A and A2 .3. · 

11. Cross Sections of Products from Carbon Irradiated by 90 Mev Neutrons 

D. A. Kellogg and B. J. Moyer 

In the study of the products from carbon 12 irradiated b.1 90 Mev 
neutrons, data in the literature shows a group gf short lived elements • 
. These include Bl2 (. 022 sec.), Li 8 (. 88 sec. ) He (. 8 sec. ) as well as ell 
(20.5 min.) and others. Because o~ the difference in half-lives and 
cross sections, it is apparently possible to obtain the cross 
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section for B12 b,y comparison of beta activitjes from B12 and ell, since the 
cross section for ell is known with fair accuracy. Using a 22.in. disc of 
polyethylene spunat 2400 r.p.m. constantly irradiated at one point near the 
rim~ neutrons~ it should be possible to take a leisurely count of'the Bl2 
activi.ty after equilibrium activity is established by counting betas at 
points along the rim. Irradiating for long periods will build up the ell 
activity; after stopping the beam to let the Bl2 activity die off~ the ell 
activity can then be measured. However~ it seems more practical to use a 
similar polyethylene target, not rotated, to obtain a higher count rate by a 
factor of 60. 

The spinning disc has been prepared$> and measurements made to determine 
the self-absorption of the ell betas, which will affect the activity compari
son with Bl2 A mounting stand is being fabricated to facilitate rotation 
of four counters in pairs along the disc rim. Runs are planned with several 
different counting geometries to attempt_asymptotoic elimination'of the 
necessarily different geometries for 12 Mev Bl2 arid 1 Mev ell betas. 

12. Light Pulser 

R. ,L. Mather and B. Ragent 

In connec~ion with the general program of testihg the sensitivity, 
noise levels, etc. of photomultiplier tubes the construction of a light pulser 
has begun. The design follows conventional rotating mirror type design and 
utilizes a~ air turbine operating in the range of 2000-3000 r.p.s. ~he 
constr~cticirt has reached the preliminary stages of assembly and testing. 

B,y means of this apparatus it will be possible to test the photomulti
pliers with known numbers of quanta delivered in pulses of controllable 
frequency and duration. 

13. High Energy Neutron Telescope 

B. Ragent 

A high energy neutron telescope of the proton recoil type has been 
constructed and is peing tested. The telescope consists of five liquid 
scintillation and photomultiplier counters embedded in copper shielding in an 
iro~ box. Neutro"n energies are deterinined by measuring the carbon-poiy
ethylene difference for recoil protons which pass through absorbers. Two 
sets of absorbers are used, one before the last and one before the.second 
to the last counter. This permits simulta~eous .. determination of the number 
of neutrons with energies falling in two energy ranges. 

Specia~ consideration must be giv~n to.the attenuation of the recoil 
protons by nuclear events within the telescope absorbers. 

The purpose of this development is to study the neutron spectra pro
duced by single passage of protons of 340 Mev through targets. The neutrons 
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from the internal cyclotron target arise from multiple passage of the 
proton beam. Besides this there ~s a significant energy spread due to radial 
oscillation. Consequently the presently-observed neutron spectra do not 
provide easily interpretable results. · 

14. Elastic and Inelastic Scattering of 300 Mev Neutrons by Various Elements 

Wm. P. Ball~:-B• J. Moyer and Robert E. Ric~rdson 

With the present intensity .. of the 300 Mev neutron beam it is impracti
cal to.determine elastic scattering cross sections using small targets in the 
conventional manner. A more efficient type of geometry~ which is expected 
to make it practicall> is about to be tried •. 

The new arrangemen,t consists of using annular ring shaped scattering 
targets. Carbon~ aluminum~ copper, lead and possibly othe~ elements will be 
used as scatterers. Part of the scattered neutrons. will be converted to 
protons on passiDg through polyethylene, arid the resulting protons will 
register counts on passing through a triple coincidence counter telescope. 
The telescope coD;Sists of three stilt?ene crystais . .in connection with 1P21 
photomultiplier tubes. The third crystal will be 5 inches in diameter 
admitting up to 35 degrees of divergence in the counted beam. Variable 
thicknesses of urariium absorber between the ·2nd and 3rd crystals will provide 
an energy discrimination. The entire counter telescope is shielded from the 
direct neutron beam by a 6 inch diameter 7 foot long solid cylinder of iron 
ar<::nl.nd v{hich the ri:pg shaped targets are placed. Br moving the telescope 
along the axis of the cylinder and targetl> the counted angle of scattering 
can be changed 9 and an angular distribution of the elastic scattering ob-
tained. · 

A wide geometry type of·experiment will also be carried out to determine 
inelastic cross sections. · 

15. Tl;le Photoproduction of Negative Mesons from Deuterium 

R. Madey, K. Band tell> and J. Frank 

The development of a fast electronic counting technique has permitted 
the identification of negative 1T' mesons which are produced when photons from 
the Berkeley SYnchrotron impinge on a target conta~ning deuterium nuclei. 
The· counting method simply consists of looking for c'oincidences between the 
negat_ive 'tr' mesons and one of the protons in the process 

y + d (-'. -·'11"- + p +- p 

If, as a first approx±mation to this process~ the neutron in the. 
deuteron is considered as a free neutron, then the energy-momentum conserva
tion laws for the two body process 7 + n - 11'- + p ·yields pairs of correlated 
meson and proton angles which remain very nearly the same ove~ all photon 
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energies in the region of interest. Further, the upper energy limit of about 
320 Mev of the bremsstrahlung spectrum restricts the proton to emiss-ion in 

, the forward<.dd.rec~ion· at ;~ngl'es ·ef' les·s ·than· silt"tiy degrees to the beam. The 
effect of tbe.loose binding of the neutron in the deuteron imparts a calcul
able "smearing" of the angle and energy correlations. 

. . 

A quadruple c~incidence circuit with a resoltuion time of about 2.5 x 10-8 
second permits probing for protons at angles as small as twelve degrees to the 
x-ray beam with virtually no accidental coincidences. Two telescopes, each 
consisting of two stilbene scintillation phosphors, are used. 

Two runs have been ~de during the past month. The present evidence 
for negative meson detecti6~ is th~ foll9Wfng: 

1. At least two ioni~ng particles are detected in coincidence. 
2. The Cliffererice in ,';!;;he counting rates from heavy water and ordinary 

water targets ind,icate that at'').east two ionizing particles are produced as 
the result of the interaction of a photon with the neutron.in the deuteron. 

3. The he~Vy water-ordirup-y water difference coincidence counting rate 
has a sharp angul~ correlation.· This angular correlation behaves in the 
manner expected frp~ energy-momentum conservation laws applied to photo
meson production from a free nucleon which has a momentum distribution 
appropriate to that of a nucleon in the deuteron. Different thicknesses of 
absorbers were employed at each angle in order to insure that the same part 
of the bremsstrahulung spectrum wa~ contributing to the relative counting 
rates. The peak of the difference.data curves occurs at the angles calculated 
for the two body pr9_cess. The experimental angular resolution ;is about 
seven degrees. · 
· · 4. Wit~11-experimental error, the measured upper limit of the energy 
(at a given angle) o'f the particles entering the me~on telescope agrees with 
the value caloulated from energy and momentum conservation laws for the two 
body process; similarly, agreement is obtained for the particles entering the 
proton telescope. · 

5. Within el!CJ)erimental error, the process is co-planar. The heavy 
water-ordinary water diff~ence counting rate essentially disappears when the 
meson telescope is tilted ~out of the plane containing tbe x-ray beam and the 
proton telescope. 

16. Fundamental Particle Interactions 
I 

L. F. Wou~ers 

The non-central fore,~ nature oft.he1tilastto n.:.p interaction at high energies 
(150 Mev) has ~en del)lonstrated by detecting an azimuthal polarization in a 

. double scattering experiment •. ~ The instrumentation employed in this work has 
been previously reported, as ;\;ell as some features of ear:J,ier work·aimed at 
mea~uring this ef'fect in P-P s~attering. The principal problem encountered, 
involved the large accidental 'bl:l,ckground in the azimuthl'l-1 counte:r;o array d-qe 
to singly scattered particles. In order to circumvent this, the first 
scattering (p-n) is now performed inside the cyc+otron vacuum tanf, utilizing 
the ex~ellent neutron collimating features of the concrete shielding. The 

~ •. . 
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second scattering (n-p) is very similar to orthodox high-energy scattering 
experiments except for the multiplicity of detectors arranged in an azimuthal 
array. In order to change the first scattering angle·~ the LiD internal 
scatterer is mounted, on a sliding probe which intercepts the circulating 
proton beam at various radii (in line with the emergent beam) corresponding to 
an angular range of 0° to 450. The geometrical arrangement is such that the 
emergent neutron beam has constant energy to a first approximation at any 
position. 

The second scattering angle is fixed at the theoretically optimum 
scattering angle for exhibiting the polarization, in order to eliminate 
possible "false polarization" effects due to small errors in resetting the 
azimuthal detectors. In this arrangement, the external second scattering 
apparatus thus operates under esssentially constant geometrical conditions, 
and the independent variable is the first scattering angle. This also has 
the distinct feature of permitting the measurement of the azimuthal distribu
tion for the zero scattering angle. 

It was decided to perform the n-p experiment first~ because of the 
relative simplicity of setting up this new-geometry with adequate intensities. 
The theoretical predictions of Don R. Swanson are illustrated in Fig. 1, 
which plots the e::q>ected behavior of the "right/left" twice scattered flux 
ratio as a function of scattering angle and azimuthal angle. Also plotted 
are the observed points. It will be noted that the asymmetry is predicted 
to be maximum in the vicinity of JQO scattering angle; accordingly the 
second scattering angle is fixed at 30°, and the experiment consists of 
measuring the changes in right/left counting ratio corresponding to first 
scattering angles of QO" JQO~ 450. . 

An LiH difference experiment also has been performed in order to 
·determine that the observed asymmetry is associated with the loosely-bound 
deuteron neutron. 

The results exhibit a reasonably unique pattern of behavior~ inter
pretable as showing the existence of non-central forces in the high-energy 
n-p interactiom 

1. The azimuthal array is consistently sensitive to changes in first 
scattering angle and scatterer material. 

2. No consistent changes appear in the up/down ratios outside probable 
error for any scatterer. 

3. The carbon (second scatterer) data shows no changes in right/left 
ratio for either LiD or LiH; thus there exists an experimental situation in 
which no polarization is observed qy the adopted rules of procedure and 
analysis. · 

4. The LiD first scatterer~ paraffin second~scatterer data exhibits 
an increase in right/left ratio from oo to JOO and a decrease from 300 to 450. 
From the paraffin-carbon difference numbers, the oo to 300 change corresponds 
to an observed polarization of 6.5 percent ( ± 2.4 percent) and the JOO to 45° 
c~nge corresponds to 7.5 percent ( ± 4.5 percent), 

5. · The Li~ data snows no comparable changes in left/right ratios, 
indicating that at least the major part of the effect must be attributed to 
the LiD neutron. 

l 
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It should be explained that it is convenient to express the 
polarization percentagewise as the decimal fraction of the right/left ratio. 
It can easily, be shown that, for instance, a right/left ratio of say 1.12 
corresponds to a right/left difference of 12 percent. 

LiD-LiH neutron yield measurements were attempted, but these could 
only be interpreted as not disagreeing with the multiplying factor calculated 
from other scattering data of about 3. The yield adjusted polarization of 
about 20 percent ( ± 7 percent) thus agrees reasonably well in magnitude 
as well as in direction with the number (12 percent) predicted on the basis 
of a tensor type non-central force contribution. 

A detailed description of the principles of this experiment, apparatus, 
procedures·and interpretation has been submitted and will shortly appear as 
UCRL-1470. EXtensive improvement of the apparatus is being undertaken for 
the purpose of experimentally tracing the polarization curves in greater detail 
so as to determine if other non-central forces as well as tensor forces play 
a role at these energies. 

17. Stars from Heavy Ions 

James F. tfiller 

Stars produced in nuclear emulsions qy cl2 and c13 ions accelerated in 
the 6~in. cyclotron are peing studied. To date 600 stars have been ob
served: 327 from c12 and 273 from cl3. The most prominent feature of the 
stars is the ~igh percentag~ of alphas emerging. Table I shows the stars 
by number of emergent prongs. 

Prongs 

012 
cl3 

TABLE I 

2 3 4 

71 150 81 
68 120 75 

5 6 

16 8 
8 2 

7 

1 
0 

Total 

327 
273 

- c12 ions have an energy close to 120 Mev and an average range in the 
emulsion of 175 microns. cl3 ions have an energy of 130 Mev and a range of 
190 microns. 

A calculation-of cross section for charged particle emission with 
respect to the 'mixture of nuclei in the emulsion has been completed for 
part of the events. For cl2, 102 events occurred in 181~000 tracks, corres
ponding to a cross section of 0.,40 barns with a statistical probable error of 
O.OJbarns. In this calculation, the hydrogen atoms of th€3 emulsion were 
counted as capable.of ~reducing a star, and the full length of the carbon 
track was used. For C 3~ 108 events were found in 188,000 tracks, giving 
a cross section of 0.;37 ± 0.03 barns. 
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Only one case of a hammer track from Li8 or B8 has been observed and it 
is not completely free from questiono 

..... 

Some D-1 plates impregnated with 0.27 gm/cm3 of bismuth (made by Ilford) 
have been exposed to clJ ions. Of 175 stars found thus far (by Mrs. Regina' 
Gibbs), two cases of bismuth fission by cl3 were found. From the stated 
composition of the emulsion, 1 atom out oj every 105 is bismuth and, calcula
ting geometrical area as varying with A2/3~ 4.6 percent of the total cross 
sectional area of the nuclei is due to bismuth. However, a shorter part of 
thecl3 range is available for producing a reaction with Bi than with the 
other elements of the emulsion. 

_184 Synchrotron Studies 

·A. C. Helmholz 

The period May, June, and July saw little activity in the line of 
experiments on the synchrotron. In the early part of May, trouble with the 
rf gap in the vacuum chamber necessitated a shutdown. The gap was breaking 
down repeatedly, evidently from copper which had been sputtered on it, and 
probably also from other foreign material. This started a long series of 
troubles, so that the synchrotron did not get back into steady operation 
until about the beginning of August. What operation was accomplished in 
July was erratic. R. Madey obtained some running on his experiment to measure 
the a.hgular and energy dependence in the yield from the reaction ?' + n ...,....... p +- 11: 
This is deduced. from coincidence measurements on the protons and 'n'-, and 
from H-D differences.· W. Gilbert and .J~ Rose have also been able to start 
their rims measuring photoprotons for the experiment qn the photodisintegra
tion of the deuteron. They are at present using Nai crystals with bias, 
particularly oh the first crystal to distinguish protons from mesons. Brief 
runs on some other ··experiments :have been made, and it is hoped that results 
can be reported ·soon. ·. 

19. Theoretical Studies 

David L. · Judd 

An analysis·of several experiments involving the scattering and 
absorption of mesons has been completed. 

An investigation of the angular··momentum states involved in the 
reaction p + P--11++d was carried out. Some general considerations in
volved in the scattering of mesons by deuteror1;s were s .tudied. The purpose 
was to relate this cross section to those for mesons scattered by free 
pr()tons and neutrons, and thus to obtain the latter from the results of 
experiments which. are being pla.nned here. 

An interpretation of the gamma spectrum from proton-neutron collisions 
is being made.. . . 
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A thorough survey has been made of the literature on gamma-ray 
induced nuclear reactions, and the results of different experimenters 
compared and correlated.· An attempt to explain the results by a statisti
cal model of the nucleus is now in progress. 

The experimentally determined energy dependences of neutron-nuclei 
total cross -sections is being compared with theoretical predictions based 
on one-particle models. The cross section for photo-production of mesons 
from deuterons is being determined in terms of the free particle photo
production cross sections. 

Recent experimental results on photomeson production and meson
nucleon scattering suggest the existence of metastable nucleon isobars. 
An attempt is being made to study the isobar problem when the meson-nucleon 
coupling is not weak. 

The photon spectrum due to immediate decay of neutral mesons produced 
b.Y proton bombardment.ofcarbon is being studied to see if it can give 
evidence concerning the angular distribution of neutral mesons produced 
in single nucleon-nucleon encounters. 

Previously reported calculations on ~ meson production in nuclei 
have been completed. 

Calculations have been started to study the interference between 
n-n and n-p scattered waves in high energy n-d scattering from which it is 
expected to determine the relative sign of the two waves and the forward 
scattering amplitudes • 

• 
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II ACCELERATOR OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

J. Vale 

The c;elo'trori was shht' down for a total of about two weeks during 
this period because of magnet difficulties. The trouble appeared as a pro
gressive heating of the lower coil tank during the past two years. It 
finally reach~q a point where interference with operation was becoming im
portant. An i~vestigation i~to the problem indicated that the difficulty 
must be at the heat exchanger ·which is used to cool the oil. Consequently 
the heat exchanger was disman~led with the purpose of correcting the dif
fiel.llty. The i~ediate troub~e was then obvious. The tul;>es, through which 
th~'::oil flows, we\re lined with.':.~ green viscous material of' a thickness up 
to l/8 inch in places. This prevented proper heat flow and thus the oil 
temperature could ~ecome too high. This green material was also found in 
fairly ... large amounts in the bottom part of the lower coil tank. 

--~~ •' . 

Chemists from; Standard Oil Company, manufacturers of the cooling 
oil, analyzed the green material and other sediments from the coil tank 
and recoi)llllended that the system be completely cleaned. The green deposit 
was ej.n organic copper compound formed by organic acids attacking the copper. 
The acids are formed by oxidation of the cooling oil at elevated tempera
turet:; _in the pre$ep.ce of copper and moisture. The copper soap thus formed 
is in 'itseif a powerful catalyst· for the further oxidation of the oil, 

· a~d the reacti6n.rapidly builds up. The Standard Oil chemists further 
recommended the International Cementers· Company (ICC) for the cleaning 
operation. 

·, 

Arrangements were then made with ICC to pump solvents through the 
coil tank and,heat exchanger forremoval of the green cOpper soap. Upon 
completion of>their operation, the coil tank and neat exchanger were in
spected and found to be completely free of the green contaminant. 

. . ·;:.-~: ' . 

The Standard Oil Company chemists f\uother recommended that cooling 
oil b.e used ·which had an: inhibitor in it to prevent· the process from 
starting. They also suggested that the oil in the upper tank be discarded 
because it had reached quite a high acidity and that .. the inhibited oil be 
used there also. · All these recommendations were followed. 

The stl3,i-t of this corrosion of the copper probably occ~red at the 
time of the fire at the lower ,. coil tank ~n 1946. The ·temperatures reached 
at that ti:me were high enough' to greatly accelerate the oil oxidation and 
get the process started, with:consequent resl.llts. The reaction, however, 
will- start even liif operating temperatures. ~o prevent thE:( trouble from 
repeating, severl:i,lthings have to be done, among which are: the use of 
inhib~ted oil, the circulation of dry air through the coil tanks for the 
removal of moisture, and the periodic analysis ·of the oil for acidity • 

. ~ . 

Further difficulties were encountered upon. starting upafter this 
operation in a loss·of_oil from the upper coil tank. It should be pointed 
out that this system was not the one that was cleaned since they are separate, 
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independent systems and that the loss could not be attributed to the 
solvents. An eroded hole was located in one of the pipes that connects 
the coil·tank with its heat exchanger. This occurred in a pipe that had 
been laid in the ground without any protection some ten years ago at the 
beginning of the War. 

To prevent any more loss of operating time of the machine while the 
piping was being replaced, large ship loading hoses were borrowed and 
the system temporarily rerouted around the defective lines. 

It was decided at that time to replace with covered pipe, all the 
oil lines that had been laid in the ground, because the pipe lines from the 
lower tank were probably as bad and would give trouble sooner or later. 
The oil lines from both tanks are now in good· condition and the complete 
oil systems are behaving normally. 

2. 60-inch Cyclotron Operation 

G. Bernard Rossi and Charles 'A. Corum 

Operation. The operation of the 60-inch cyclotron during the quarterly 
period of May, June and July~ 1951~ was as follows: 

Alpha bombardments 
Deuteron bombardments 
Proton bombardments . 

.· .. ·. ' CarbOn bOinbardnients 
. . · Total bombardments 

:Experimental opera tio:n · 
Total operation 

Operational outage 
Total'ava.il$.ble·time 

Shutdown 

448.1 hrs 
519.3 hrs 
310.2 hrs 
l44o9 hrs 

1~422'!5'hrs 
6.3.,3 hrs 

1~485.8 hrs' 
251.2 hrs 

1,737.0 hrs 
47lo0 hrs 

29 208.0 hrs 

Thereforiell ·the 6peratiop. efficiency based on this time distribution was 85.5 
percent. 

The newly designed rf •ty;pe reflector and the air operated gate for 
the No.1 diffusion pump w,ere installed arid both have proved satisfactory 
in operation. 'Protectionpf all diffusion pumps against power or vacuum 
tank failure .i~ now complete. · ·· ' · 

. . . 

Development of fast ope~ating equipment to be used in radiation fields 
has continued. In general1 the background fields, due to neutron induced 
activities arou11:d the cyclotrop,l' range from 100 to 500 ~.under normal opera
tion. This value is increased at times du~ to protracted.:running with hi~h 
deuteron beams. In some of these areasJ) the impossibility of more complete 
shielding of the qperating personnel is evident. 
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To speed up operation in the areas of the target and ion source, the 
following work has been completed: 

1. All water~ vacuum and air connections have been converted to 
snap-on Wiggins fittings. _ 

2. A self-aligning device has been installed on the target port. 
3. ' Fast acting snap clamps have replaced the slow screw . clamps on 

the ion source' carriage plate. 
4. A new water connector capable of handling the 250 amperes of 

filament current was developed and installed. 
5. The use of the radial probe (mentioned in UCRL-1380) for all 

probe bombardments lessens the radiation dosage received considerably. The 
former probe lock assembly haS been re~oved from the tank entirely. 

· 6. The entire deflector assembly was designed for rapid installation. 
T~me spent in the radiation background fields has thus been cut from approxi.;.; 
xnately one-half.hbur to five.minutes. Self alignment, increased mobility and 
longer handling tools have accomplished this. 

7. The f;i;lament water control valves have been removed from the "hot" 
filament chamber area thus eliminating another dose-accumulating operation. 

8. An 11 011 ring gasket has been installed to replace the filament holder 
injection Wilso11 E?eal. With this arrangemerl't,-~ it is now possible to remove 
the holder from the tank without removing the carrier plate which formerly 
entailed a 2-3 mitiute unscrewing operation in a 500 mr/hr field. 

A considerable portion of the time spent while operating with carbon 
ions was devoted to the evaluation of beam energy components and to increasing 
the o~tput of the·~igher energy particles. Most of this work was done on 
the inter~l be~ due to the poor deflecting ratio (106). With alpha and 
deuteron particles the ratio is of' the order of 10 percent, while with 
carbons, the average internal beam is 2 x 10-8 amperes. The internal beam 
is estimated at 2 x 10-14 amperes from measurements with an ionization 
chamber-counter system and from nuclear film track count. It is to be noted 
that the ratio of 106 here does not represent deflector efficiency since 
energ~es from 90 Mev and above a,re measured internally while only higher energy 
particles (around 120 Mev) are measured externally. A typical range-energy 
curve using tant~lum absorbers is shown in Fig. 1. Here the energy range is 
from 30 Mev through 100 Mev~ the Upper limit being set by the face foil of 
the pick-up probe. 

Using kn9wn H p 1s for alpha, deuterium and helium particles, those for 
c126, c:J22, 913~ ~nd Cfl;i2 '¥ere calculated with aid ()f the field plots. Fig. 2 
fllustrates the resolut!on·of the components for CJ2 as a funct~on of magnet 
current. Further ve.rification of the c+~ ions has been previously shown 
by various transmutations. The Aul97(c+6,4n)At205 reaction was also used as 
and. indication pf the beam envelope from 16 ~n. through 24 in. radius. lA 
well defined, consistent pattern was fo_und - for energies exceeding the reac
tion threshold~ : · 

Variatione?'of the standard gas type capillary ion source have been 
tried without significant results. The limitations of this type of source 
seems to be tied to the fact that arc voltage is an inverse function of the 
pressure. It is only possible with normal gas requirements to raise the 
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voltage to about 500 volts and yet maintain adequate currents. In view of 
the fact that about 1000 volts are needed to strip the Ci2 ion completely, 
this limitation is severe. C1~6 beams generated at present with this 
source seem to be formed by a secondary mechanism. Measured c~2 beams 
of the order of one microampere indicate the source produces a large number 
of such ions. Either further bombardment of the ~2 ions with oscillating 
electrons in the dee gap or collision with gas molecules completes the 
stripping. A 10-20 percent increase in beam intensity is noted when the tank 
pressure is doubled by closing off one diffusion pump. 

Future plans include tests to evaluate P.I.G. and high voltage 
sources to compare their ope~ation with this present standard source. 

60-inch Cyclotron 24-inch Diffusion Pump Gate. With the success of the air 
operated gates on the two 14 inch diffusion pUmps, it was only a matter of time 
u~til a similar' system was installed on the 24 inch diffusion pump to replace 
the slow and undependable motor driven screw mechanism which had operated 
the gate since approximately 1943. 

The design of the new 24 inch diffusion pump gate mechanism is 
essentially the same as that used on the 14 inch diffusion pumps as shown 
in Fig~ 3. Out:side·of the actual size difference, the only variations required 
were due to space limitations between the overhead "Hn beams on the ceiling 
and the pump manifold. So, in order to get the maximum space required for 
the operation of the air cylinder9 a "well house"_ was set down into the 
availabl~, bu~ unused, space inside the pump manifold. 

Instead of a single hand lock nut around the shaft to lock the gate 
in open or closed position as used on the l4 inch pump gates, two arms with 
l~ck screws are brought up to be operated in the accessible.area outside the 
well for locking the gate at either the open or clos~d position. 

The only change necessary to existing units for the installation of 
the new gate mechanism was the drilling and tapping of holes in the cover 
section of the r~frigerated baffles to hold the seat ring which provides a 
blunt knife edge for the gate gasket vacuum seal. 

3. 5.1nchrotron Operation 

_George c. McFarland 

Early tn May~ diffi9ulties were experienced with the synchrotron. 
These difficulties were caused by voltage breakdown across the accelerating 
gap of the quartz resonator ~ection. Atte~pts to clean the gap without 
disassembling t~e machine were unsuccessful. Then followed an overhaul pf 
the synchrotron in which the upper manget yoke was removed and the quartz 
vacuum system cleaned and recoated with conducting paint. 

A different resonator quartz section was incorporated in the vacuum 
donut upon reassembly of the synchrotron. This resonator had never been 
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used in the machine but had been kept as a spare unit. The original 
resonator quartz secti~n has been the only resonator used in the Berkeley 
synchrotron for two and a half years until its removal in May of this year. 

A small beam was found with difficulty late in May after the. machine 
was reassembled with the spare resonator section in the vacuum donuta Con
siderable change in magnetic field corrections was required in order to attain 
a beam at all. (After several days of adjusting the machine» the peak beam 
obtainable was down from average intensity prior to May of this year by a 
factor of twenty.) 

It was felt that the distribution of copper plating on the spare 
resonator was different fromthe copper plating on the original resonator 
that was replaced. This fact would lead to different field disturbances 
irithe region covered by the resonator section. As a result no beam was ob
tainable when the magnet field pattern was restored to the best previous 
s:etting according. to the field monitors. After ten days of adjusting the . 
machi!}e and chang~ng conditions and field patterns in order to increase the 
beam intensity" it was felt that more time was not warranted. It was hoped 
that by replacing the original resonator quartz section, the beam could be 
quickly regained at higher intensities. This did not prove to be the case. 

The magnet was disassembled and the original resonator installed in 
the vacuum donut. The synchrotron was then reassembled. This entire job 
was done in the short space of 32 working hours. The instantaneous field 
pattern at injection time was restored according to the field monitors. 
No beam was obtainable under these conditions. It was necessary to start 
all over again adjusting the machine and changing cqndi tions in the search 
for a peak at least comparable to the average beam intensity during the early 
part of this year. 

Looking back on the possible reasons for not being able to regain the 
same fielq c9nditions, the following explanation is offered. The synchrotron 
field monitors have not been used to read the rate of change of magnetic field 
but have allowed setting the instantaneous field strength at injection time. 
The field correcting loops used to reach the setting required by the monitors 
is a parallel circuit with a resistance branch and an inductive branch. The 
current ratio through these branches was changed in several of the correcting 
loops. This could lead to the correct instantaneou$ field at injection" while 
the field pattern shortly after injection would not be optimum. Some evidence 
for the valiqity of this explanation was observed on the b~tatron beam monitor. 
This monitor indicated a high current beam at the injection which all collected 
on the target during the first few revolutions. The magnet field pattern was 
changed to allow the beam to continue in flight and subsequently the synchro
tron full ener~ beam was f6t1nd. Changing the fielQ. pattern was a departure 
from what the field monitors indicated was the previous best condition. The 
intensity of the peam was labo~iously worked up to about ha~f of the normal 
average. 

The backlog , of experimental work on the machine ruled out further agres
sive attempts to increase the beam intensity. It was possible to circumvent 
this limitation somewhat by going on a 24-hour schedule, with eight of the 
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twenty-four hours devot.ed to beam intensity improvement.· The gains have not 
been rapid. 

During the ten days·in which there was a synchrotron beam with the· 
spare resonator quartz section~ a distinct difference in operating character
istics was noticed. The frequency adjustment of the spare resonator was 
extremely critical and highly undesirable from an operational standpoint. 
The original resonator worked well over a considerably broader frequency 
range (about 0.3 megacycles). The only real differepce between the two 
resonators is in the alignment of the accelerating gap. The original resona
tor has the gap slanted away from the radial direction in favor of equi
potential along the gap. ~e spare resonator has a radial gap without regard 
for equipotential distribution. 

~. Linear Accelerator and Van de Graaff Mac~nes 

L. Alvarez 

The operating efficiency was quite high during this entire period. 
The only major trouble encountered was the Van de Graaff column spar~ which 
sputtered the insulators with metal and caused their resistance to become 
so low that operation was impossible. Two weeks were required to remove 
the column, sandblast and replace it. 

A refrigeration system for the Van de Graaff has been installed, 
replacing the ice cooling method~ and has given satisfactory performance. 

Various experiments were conducted in order to improve the effective 
transparency of the grids in the linear accelerator. In one experiment new 
grids were installed and simultaneously 1/3 of the grids were left out and 
replaced with dummy rings. This turned out to be unsatisfactory with oruy 1/3 
of the normal beam available. It is not clear whether the cause is due to 
the new grids or to the omission of the 1/3 of the normal number. When a 
full complement of grids was installed, 1/3 of the old type and 2/3 of the new, 
2/3 of normal beam was obtained. It is of course not quite clear what c.ondi
tions might have changed during this time. A complete set of the old type 
of grid is being made to replace the worn out old ones and unsatisfactory new 
ones which are now in place • 

5. Bevatron Development 

W. M. Brobeck· 

Magnet coil winding proceeded steadily during the period on one shift 
five days per wee~. The winding reached the halfway point on Ju]_y 27. 

Noise level measurements have been made on the magnet generators and 
a proposal for the acoustic treatment prepared by consultants. The magnet 
cooling air filter installation is in progress. · 
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Pole tip drawings have been prepared to cover the possibility of 
starting with the 1 x 4 ft. aperture. This might be done if the Brookhaven 
cosmotron operates well before it is necessary to start fabrication qf the 
steel. 

Tests on the sample vacuum tank section have been satisfactorily 
completed and this equipment has been dismantled~ 

No important orders for future work were placed during the period. 
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